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Greek Creation Story – Scavenger Hunt Questions 

As you read through the story, answer the following questions as they do follow the order of the story. 

1. ________________ The first element in the universe was known as ____.  

2. ________________ This god will always be seen as a youth, or young boy. 

3. _________________ A place of punishment. 

4. _________________ Father sky and the first to rule the universe. 

5. _________   _______ Cyclops refers to this expression which means one eye in the middle 

6. __________________ Their name suggests gigantic; there were 12. 

7. __________________ A sickle; used to strike Uranus. 

8. __________________ Mother Earth had this power; knew the future. 

9. __________________ This god led the attack upon Uranus. 

10. __________________ Aphrodite came from the blood of Uranus which fell to the _____.  

11. __________________ Known as “the furious ones;” and came from the blood which fell to the land. 

12. __________________ “Foot soldiers” with serpent-like feet. 

13. __________________ To avoid having one of his children overtake his power, Cronus _____ his children. 

14. __________________ The name of the island in which Zeus was hidden in secrecy. 

15. __________________ To hide from his father, Zeus changed (metamorphosis) into this creature. 

16. __________________ Later, Zeus was disguised as a _____ in order to give Cronus his magical elixir. 

17. __________________ The name given to the 10-year battle between the Titans and Zeus and his siblings. 

18. __________________ Prometheus and this other brother joined Zeus in his battle with the Titans. 

19. __________________ In order to defeat the Titans, Zeus had to release the Hecatoncheires and _____ from   
                                          Tartarus. 

20. __________________ This strong leader of the Titans was punished and forced to carry the sky on his shoulders. 

21. __________________ Typhon had 100 heads, but more importantly, emitted _____ from each eye. 

22. __________________ This god drew the underworld as his kingdom. 

 

 


